How to Use This Guide

This guide is to be used with a set of videos showing how to play baccarat using the Target Baccarat Strategy.

The links to the videos are in each chapter in this guide. For example, the link to the first video is in the chapter Video 1 – How to Select Your Bets
Introduction

How would you like to win $1,410 an hour playing baccarat online?

And, what it you could do it making $10 bets?

And, what if you could it automatically?

That’s what the Target Baccarat Player’s Kit is all about –

To teach you how to win at baccarat using the Target Baccarat Strategy.

The Players Kit consists of several parts:

The Players Manual – Here the strategy is explained in detail with several Sample Games. It is suggested that you start here.

Target Baccarat Video Guide – This book is the Video Guide to the Videos. You should read the Players Manual before viewing the videos. The links to the videos are in this book.

Target Baccarat’s Automatic Baccarat Tracker– After reading the Players Manual and watching the videos you should try playing using the Automatic Tracker.

How to Turn $25 Into $50,000 in the Next Two Days! – Once you have learned how to use the strategy you may want to use this plan to win $50,000 in just two days.. This is a proven plan that will work for you too!

The links to the videos are in each chapter in this guide. For example, the link to the first video is in the chapter Video 1 – The Special Combo Bets.
Target Baccarat Video Scripts

Video-1 How to Select Your Bets

[Link to Video] [http://youtu.be/JrsMVSaTXPg]

This is Video 1 for Target Baccarat. You can follow along in the Target Baccarat Video Guide.

I’m Russell Hunter. I am going to show you how to use Target Baccarat to consistently and safely win large amounts of money playing baccarat or mini-baccarat. It doesn’t matter which version of the game you choose. Both game use the same rules and Target Baccarat beats them both!

To win using Target Baccarat you only have two bets to choose from – Player or Banker. With Target Baccarat we never bet on Tie.

Target Baccarat’s Bet Selection System is called Tracker Bet Selection.

To use it all you have to know is the last baccarat decision and whether you won or lost your bet.

To use Tracker Bet Selection you will use a Betting Pattern. You will bet –

The Same as last decision (if Player won, bet Player), or

The Opposite of last decision (if Player won, bet Banker)

System is called Tracker Betting (see Target Baccarat manual page 64).

Here’s how it works

We always start play using Same pattern. If you are playing online and don’t have a decision to use start with a bet on Banker.

Using the Same Pattern we bet that the last decision will repeat. (If Player won we bet player again).

So long as Player continues to win we will continue to bet on Player and use Same Mode of bet selection.

You could win two, three or even five times in a row.

Our rationale is “so long as it is working, don’t change it.”
As soon as we lose a bet with this pattern we change patterns for the next round of play.

If Banker wins we will lose our bet on player. With this loss we change to betting the Opposite of the last decision. Since the last decision was Banker we bet the Opposite and bet on Player. Don’t worry it you didn’t immediately change to betting Banker. Tracker betting is more subtle than simply betting that the last decision will repeat.

So using the Opposite pattern we bet on Player. Player wins and we collect our bet. We won using the Opposite pattern. Since we won we stick with this pattern and bet the opposite of the last decision. Since Player won, we bet on Banker next time.

Let’s assume that Banker wins. Since we won betting Opposite, we continue betting Opposite and place a bet on Player this time.

No matter which bet selection pattern we are using – Betting the Same as last decision or Betting the Opposite of last decision, we will continue using this pattern until we have a losing bet.

Any time we lose a bet we change patterns for the next round of play.

If we lose using the Same betting mode we change to Opposite.

If we lose betting the Opposite betting mode, we change to betting Same

There is one exception to this rule. It’s called Switch Betting.

Let’s assume we make a bet on Banker using the Same pattern and Player shows. We lose our bet.

With the loss of a bet we change to using the Opposite pattern and bet the Opposite of Player, making a bet on Banker. Player shows again and we lose the bet.

Following the loss we change back to betting Same pattern and bet on Player. Assume banker shows and we lose again.

We have just lost three bets in a row. Here’s where Switch Betting comes in.

The rule is that anytime we lost three bets in a row we extend the betting pattern we used on the last bet instead of changing to a new pattern. 

On our last round we were using the Same pattern. Now we use Switch Betting –

Instead of changing to Betting Opposite we Switch our pattern and continue Betting Same for the next round.
If you were writing this down we would have –

**S O S S** where we repeat the S pattern after the third loss.

To review this in depth, you need to look at the table on page 67 of the Target Baccarat manual. This table offers a round by round review of 13 rounds of play using Tracker Bet selection.

To keep track of your bets when you play you can either use the Automatic Bet Tracker, included with this course, or you can use chips to track which Bet Selection method you are using.

If we let a $1 white chip represent using the Same pattern and a $5 red chip represent the Opposite pattern, we can keep track of what we are doing by placing chips on the table.

We start with the Same pattern so we place a $1 chip here. If we win, we continue with this pattern and place another $1 chip next to it. We can tell at a glance that we used the Same pattern for the last two rounds.

If we lose the next bet we will change patterns to Opposite and we place a $5 chip here to show the pattern.

By placing chips on the table we effectively track the betting pattern used. If we want to track wins and losses, just place another chip under any round we lost.

If we have a $1 and $5 chip down, showing we used Same and Opposite and we lose the last round betting Opposite, just place a chip under the $5 chip. This shows that you lost the round.

You change to the Same pattern and place a $1 chip down. If you also lose this round, you place a chip until the tracking chip. You can now tell at a glance that you have lost the last two rounds. If you lose the next round you will instantly know it and know that you have to extend the betting pattern into the next round.

Chip tracking is quite effective and you should learn it if you plan to play baccarat or mini-baccarat in casinos. If you strictly play online you can track your play using the Automatic Bet Tracker.
This is Video-2 for Target Baccarat. You can follow along in the Target Baccarat Video Guide.

Video 1 covers where you place each bet using Tracker Bet Selection.

In this video we’ll cover the core bets – Target Coup Bets.

Target Coup bets consist of a Betting Series of Nine bets arranged from smallest to largest. These bets are called Target Coup Bets.

The object of Target Baccarat is to use these Target Coup Bets to set up winning coups and beat the game.

For $5 betting our bets would be:

[Place Bet layout on table.]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bet</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After 2 Wins to Level</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Here are the rules for using Target Coup Bets:**

**You will always start with the lowest bet shown in Level-1.** If you are a $5 player this bet will be for $5. If you are a $10 bettor, this bet will be for $10. If you are a $100 bettor this bet will be for $100.

You will find a set of Player Cards in the Target Baccarat manual starting on page 147. There is a card for bet sizes ranging from $1 to $100. You can print the card for your level of play and take it with you.

You will always start play with the lowest bet ($5 here). If you win the bet that’s great, you pick up your chips and repeat the same level bet on the next round of play.

If you lose the bet you increase your bet one level for the next round. Your next bet would be for $8.

**The general rule is to move up one level following a loss and to move down one level following a win.**
There is also a special rule for winning two bets in a row or two out of three bets.

Let’s assume that we are making a Level 4 Bet, wagering $20. We win the bet. For the next round we drop down one level and bet $13. If we win this round we have won two bets in a row and we drop all the way back to level-1 for the next round.

There’s also another way we can get back to Level-1 and that is by winning two out of three bets.

Assume we win a Level-4 bet of $20. We drop back to level-3 and bet $13. This time we’ll assume that we lose. We move back up to Level-4 and bet $20 again. If we win this time we have won two out of three bets. This qualifies us to drop back of a Level-1 bet for the next round.

The object of using Target Coup betting is a set up a Winning Coup. Every winning coup advances your net win for a game. You will win a coup whenever:

1. **You win a Level-1 bet or**

2. **You win two bets in a row or two out of three bets.**

Any winning coup is a signal that you can quit play at that point and leave a net winner. Long term play shows that we win a coup on the average of once every four bets. This is too soon for most players to call a game over. So instead of just waiting for a winning coup, we typically set a Target Win for each level of play and use “hitting the target” as a signal to call a game over.

For $5 betting we recommend a Target Win of $50. If you are a $100 bettor you will use a Target Win of $1,000. If you are a $1 bettor your Target Win will be $10. When you review the Player Cards you will notice that each card contains not only the bets but the suggested Target Win for each level of play.

The Target Coup Bets provide the set up for winning coups. However, these bets also act as a Stop Loss. If you should ever lose all of the Target Coup bets you will consider that a losing session and stop play.

However, it is most likely that you will ever experience this. In 10,760 documented games our players never lost all of the Target C bets. Not even one time!
**Video-3 Hedge Betting**

This is Video 3 for Target Baccarat. You can follow along in the Target Baccarat Video Guide.

Before you start this video you should make sure that you understand how to make Target Coup bets.

In the last video we talked about Target Coup bets

You learned the betting rules for using these bets.

However, I left one thing out –

To prevent losses there are times you will want to stop making Target Coup Bets.

During these times you will use a different betting series called Hedge Bets.

Hedge Bets are used to prevent losses. They offer a cooling down period when you are in danger of going on a prolonged losing streak that could cause you to lose all of your Target Coup bets.

Here are the Hedge Bets of $5 betting. You can read more about them on page 75 of the Target Baccarat manual.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bet</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hedge Bets are not meant to be the main bets of this system.** The main bets are the Target Coup bets. However, whenever we lose two Target Coup bets in a row, we suspend using these bets and start Hedge Betting.
Let’s assume that we using a $5 betting using these Target C Bets:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bet</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After 2 Wins to Level</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We make a Level-1 bet of $5 and lose the bet. We increase our bet one level and make a Level-2 bet for $8 and also lose.

This lose triggers a `Special Rule` –

**Anytime we lose two Target C bets in a row, we stop making these bets and start making Hedge Bets.**

Hedge Bets have their own rules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bet</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**We always start with a Level-1 bet.** If we lose it we move up to the next betting level for the next round of play.

We will continue in this manner until we have a winning Hedge Bet.

So, let’s make a Level-1 $5 bet. Let’s assume we lose the bet. We next make a Level-2 Hedge bet of $10. Let’s assume we win this bet.

**A win of any Hedge bet tells us to return to Target C betting. We resume Target C betting at the level higher than our last Target C loss.**

In this case since our last losing Target C bet was a Level-2 bet, we resume play at Level-3.

Let’s recap what has happened here.

We always start play using Target Coup Bets starting with a Level-1 bet.

We have our own rules for Target Coup bets which were covered in the previous video.
However, we have one Special Rule we always follow-

**Anytime we lose two Target Coup bets in a row we suspend betting and start making Hedge Bets.**

We will continue to make Hedge Bets until we win one bet.

Then, after winning a Hedge Bet we resume making Target Coup bets at the level above our last loss.

If you are having trouble following this I recommend that you review the Sample Games in the Target Baccarat manual. Sample Game 1 starts on page 76 in the Target Baccarat manual.
Video-4 Winning with Target Baccarat


This is Video 4 for Target Baccarat. You can follow along in the Target Baccarat Video Guide.

With Target Baccarat you will only bet on either Player or Banker, never on Tie.

You will place your bets using Tracker Bet Selection, a system which determines your current bet dependent on the last decision to occur and whether or not you won or lost your bet.

There are two betting patterns used with Tracker Bet Selection. You will either bet the Same as the last decision or the Opposite of the last decision.

If we are in the Same Pattern mode and Banker wins, we will bet on Banker for the next round.

If we are in the Opposite Pattern mode and Banker wins, we will bet on Player for the next round.

By convention we always start play in Same mode. So assuming that Player wins we will bet on Player for the next round.

We will stay in this mode as long as we continue to win. If we bet on Player and Player wins we stay in Same betting mode.

If we bet on Player and Banker wins, we change to the Opposite betting mode.

In either mode we will stay in that mode until we have a losing bet.

If the Same mode wins six times in a row we will continue with this mode.

If the Opposite mode wins six times in a row we will continue with this mode.

We let our wins and losses decide which mode we are in. This way we always adjust where we bet in accordance with the flow of the game.

We add one more factor to the system –

If we lose three bets in a row, we extend the last mode to the next round of play.

If we bets S O and S and lose all three bets, we bet S on the next round.

Tracker Bet Selection Takes care of where we bet.
Tracker Bet Selection is a powerful system in and of itself and you can use it with different betting systems and be successful.

However, with Target Baccarat we use two different Betting Series to decide on the size of our bets.

Our main betting series is Target Coup Betting. Here are the bets used for $5 bettors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Target C Bets (Shown for $5 Minimum Bets)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bet</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>After 2 Wins to Level</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With Target C betting we start with the lowest bet and increase our bets one level each time we lose a bet.

We reduce our bets by one level each time we win a bet.

If we win two bets in a row, we drop back to Level-1 except for wins at Levels 7 8 and 9 where we drop back to Levels 2 3 or 5.

If we win two out of three bets we drop back in the same manner as winning two bets in a row.

The only other rule for Target C Bets is that if we lose two bets in a row we suspend betting and start making Hedge Bets.

The Hedge bets for $5 betting are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hedge Bets (Shown for $5 Minimum Bets)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Level</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bet</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With Hedge Bets we start at Level-1 and work our way up when we lose. If we lose a Level-1 bet, we make a Level-2 bet on the next round. If we lose Level-2 we make a...
Level-3 bet next.

Any time we win a Hedge Bet we are finished with Hedge Betting for now. It has done its job and given us a hedge against long losing streaks.

With any Hedge Win we return to Target C betting, resuming betting one level higher than our last loss.

Each level of play has its own bankroll. For example, the bankroll for $5 bets is $500.

Each level of play has its own suggested Target Win. For $5 betting the suggested Target Win is $50.

Here’s our recap of $5 betting.

We use two different betting systems, Target C Bets and Hedge Bets.

We use a bankroll of $500 and look for a win of $50.

Our loss limit is our bankroll (buy-in). If we lose $500 or don’t have enough bankroll left to make a required bet we call the game over.

In real world testing we have never lost our bankroll. Not even one time!

[Place Automatic Bet Tracker on table]
If you are worried about keeping track of all of your bets, just use our Automatic Baccarat Tracker.

You should learn how to use this tracker. For online play it is all you need to play automatically.

For play in land-based games, you may want to use our chip tracking system to keep track of your play.

[Place Target Baccarat Manual on Table]
Before you try to play using this system you should review the Sample Games shown in the manual.

For example you can review Sample Game 1, which starts on page 76. This game takes you through a real game one round at a time. You find explanations for how you to use Tracker Bet Selection to pick where you bet and how you to use Target Baccarat’s betting system to determine the size of each bet.

Once you are sure that you have the system down you should try playing in free practice mode in our recommended number one casino. You will find details about this casino in our bonus book.
We have taught Target Baccarat to many players. It is being used right now in land-based games around the world.

It is also being used to beat the online baccarat games.

If you have any questions, just email us at orders@silverthornepublications.com.

We offer support 24/7 and will be get back to you quickly to help you become a winning baccarat player!